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Spain: a peculiar country 

of immigration

• Significant out-migration until the mid-70’s

• Relatively modest immigration flows during the 
1980’s and 1990’s

• Large and sustained inflows since 2000• Large and sustained inflows since 2000
– from 1 m. to 4,5 m. in about eight years

– yearly increases of around half a million immigrants

– the largest net receiver in the EU and the second in 
the OECD (maybe in the world) in absolute numbers

– labor migration, the largest component by far 



A peculiar country of immigration

Immigrants represent around 10 per cent of a 
population of 45 million

This rapid increase is taking place without major turmoil, 
in a rather accepted wayin a rather accepted way

Demographic and economic impacts are clearly positive 
for the receiving society 

Immigration policies have tended to become more open 
and pro-active, in a highly restrictive European 
context 



Reasons behind the

rapid increase in immigration

• Sustained economic growth (labor-
intensive, with a significant proportion of 
low-skill jobs) low-skill jobs) 

• Vigorous employment creation (up to 40 
per cent of new jobs in the Euro zone) 

• A strong and sustained demand for foreign 
labor



A strong and sustained 

demand for foreign labor

• An shrinking native labor supply

• A very rapid increase in the expectations of 
native workers (accelerated by demography, native workers (accelerated by demography, 
education and processes of job-stigmatization) 

• The strength of the occupational sectors more 
prone to hiring immigrants (domestic services, 
care of dependent persons, cleaning, 
construction, the hospitality industry, agriculture)

• A case of demand-creating supply



An immigration
largely spontaneous

• Immigration happens (more as a result of market 
forces than of government decisions)…

• … much as in the rest of southern Europe and, 
to a lesser extent, in the UKto a lesser extent, in the UK

• Powerful push, powerful pull

• Stringent difficulties for controlling flows (despite 
the fact that illegal immigration from Africa is 
nowadays decreasing, thanks to a combination 
of enforcement and mobility partnership 
agreements)



An unrealistic migration regime

(especially until 2005)

• Absence of numerical targets

• Foremost aim (and justification): filling 
vacant jobs through recruitment at originvacant jobs through recruitment at origin

• Major instruments: the labor ‘quota’ 
(contingente) and bilateral agreements

• Major outcome: irregular migration and 
recurrent amnesties (regularizations)



The 2004-2005 reform

• A bold attempt at reforming immigration 
policy with three main ingredients:
– A large (and rather successful) amnesty– A large (and rather successful) amnesty

– The widening of the legal avenues for gaining 
access to the labor market mainly through a 
‘shortage list’

– Redirecting the contingente towards work 
visas (for up to 9 months) for temporary and 
seasonal activities, mostly in agriculture   



Immigrant labor in 

Spanish agriculture

• Agriculture is one of the sectors more prone to 
employing immigrant workers

• Around 150,000 immigrant workers are affiliated to the 
Social Security (agricultural regime), and between 
40,000 and 80,000 come annually on temporary visas40,000 and 80,000 come annually on temporary visas

• Immigration has deeply affected rural areas (a large 
proportion of rural towns have a significant immigrant 
presence) (an abrupt one in some in harvest periods)

• This is a recent phenomenon: it has taken place in the 
last 20 years, a period of accelerated change coinciding 
with Spain’s membership in the EU (1986) and the 
unified market (1993)



Spanish agriculture: a glimpse

• As in the rest of southern Europe, agriculture remains 

relatively important in Spain (half of the agriculturally 
employed population and two-thirds of the farm holdings 
of the EU were concentrated in southern Europe before 

the 2004 Enlargement)

• Yet, its contribution to GNP has declined - from 4.4 per 
cent in 1985 to 3.4 in 2005, at constant prices 

• Its share of total employment has decreased much more  
- from 15.6 per cent in 1985 to 5.1 in 2005

• Its share of total exports has increased - from 10.9 to 
12.0 per cent, same dates



Spanish agriculture: a glimpse

• It has increased its participation in the EU agricultural 
product - from 10.1 per cent in 1987 to 15.0 (EU-12) in 
2005 (12.9 of EU-25)

• Spain has passed from being an slightly net importer in 
1985 to become a clear net exporter in 2005

• Significant improvements in land productivity have taken • Significant improvements in land productivity have taken 
place - it is now very close to the EU-12 average and 
over 140 per cent of EU-25 – (it was below 60 per cent 
of the EU-12 average in 1987) 

• On account of capital investment and technological 
progress, chemical-biological and mechanical



Immigrant labor in 

Spanish agriculture

• Almost negligible before 1986, it is very prominent 
nowadays

• It has resulted from rural exodus and the siphoning of 
former agricultural workers towards other sectors of the 
economy, as well as from a host of structural changes –
former agricultural workers towards other sectors of the 
economy, as well as from a host of structural changes –
organizational, in labor relations and in the nature of 
demand - that have contributed to the modernization of 
the agricultural sector

• The end result is a more globalized and entrepreneurial 
agriculture, with larger economies of scale, that relies 
more on wage labor than on family members 



Immigrant labor in 

Spanish agriculture

• Nowhere has this transformation been as deep-reaching 
as in the intensive, greenhouse agriculture of the 
southeast (provinces of Almería and Murcia, specializing 
in a vast array of green house crops for fresh 
consumption catering to new food demands from the 
European markets) and the southwest (province of 
consumption catering to new food demands from the 
European markets) and the southwest (province of 
Huelva), the major producer of strawberry in Europe). 
Many activities have become de-seasonalized.

• This type of agriculture requires large numbers of wage-
laborers. Since the native supply was becoming scarce, 
its expansion would have been impossible without 
immigration, as raising salaries would have stretched 
profit margins



Immigrants in Spanish agriculture

• Yet, immigrant labor is also prominent in 
several other provinces and crops (such 
as oranges, flowers, grapes, olives, garlic, 
tobacco, mushroom, and fruit picking and tobacco, mushroom, and fruit picking and 
pig farm production in general) 

• Many immigrant workers follow the cycles 
of different harvest in a pattern of itinerant 
circulation 



Immigrants in Spanish agriculture

• Agriculture is a port-of-entry into the labor 
market for immigrants – they represent around 
7-8 percent of those affiliated to the Social 
Security, yet they accounted for 13-15 per cent 
of workers legalized in the amnesties of 2001 
and 2005. Many leave agriculture for other and 2005. Many leave agriculture for other 
sectors as soon as they get papers (as in Italy)

• The largest groups are from Morocco, Ecuador, 
Romania and, less prominently, from Bulgaria 
and other Eastern European countries. A certain 
hierarchy of preference can be discerned among 
the national groups 



Temporary labor programs

• A significant number of immigrant agricultural workers 
(78,000 in 2006, the peak year) come through the 
contingente (a sort of TLMP)

• They are recruited at origin by employers, assisted by 
the Departments of Labor under the umbrella of bilateral 
agreements. Workers get contracts for up to 9 months, 
with social security benefits. Upon return they have to 
agreements. Workers get contracts for up to 9 months, 
with social security benefits. Upon return they have to 
show up at the consulate. After doing so for 4 years, they 
are eligible for permanent visas

• Employers have to cover transportation costs and secure 
decent lodging

• In the past, 9 out of 10 came from Romania and Poland, 
but the trend may be changing in favor of Africa    



Concluding remarks

• Immigration is booming in Spain, and agriculture is part of it

• The agricultural labor market in Spain is now intensely and indissolubly 
linked to international migration

• Thanks to immigration, lack of labor did not hold back the expansion of 
agriculture – and other sectors such as construction - as the Spanish agriculture – and other sectors such as construction - as the Spanish 
economy boomed

• In the last 5 years agriculture has generated employment, while 2 million 
jobs had been destroyed in the preceding 30  

• Immigrants have contributed to maintaining the vitality of rural areas and 
have also offered farm families opportunities to reallocate family labor
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